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ModernAsian Studies34, 4 (2000), pp. 769-796. ? 2000 Cambridge University Press Printed in the United Kingdom



Conceptsof 'Individual'and 'Self' in Vietnam Twentieth-Century DAVID G. MARR Australian National University, Canberra 'Individual' (ca nhain) came to the Vietnamese language in the first decades of the twentieth century, along with a host of other evocative neologisms, such as 'society' (xa hoi), 'ethnic group/nation' (ddn tQc), 'ideology' (chd nghfa), 'democracy' (ddn chd chd nghza), 'science' (khoa hoc), and 'progress' (tien hoa). Initially, 'individual' was very much the poor relation among these new concepts-merely an irreducible human unit belonging to something else more significant. Thus, each individual was urged to be a loyal citizen of the nation, an eager participant in some new political organization, or a responsible member of society. Individuals were often compared with cells in the body, each one having a legitimate role in sustaining and enhancing the vitality of the organism, but meaningless and incapable of surviving on their own. On the other hand, the danger also existed of individuals acting in a selfish, short-sighted manner, which could jeopardize the larger order of things. Such persons were said to be witting or unwitting perpetrators of 'individualism' (ca nhan chd nghza).



Than and Tam Before discussion the subsequent fate of the individual in Vietnamese discourse, it is necessary to go back in time to examine other conceptions of the self in Vietnam, and ask to what degree they continued to influence attitudes and behavior. I begin with two words, than and tam, which derive from classical Chinese and appear in poems and essays by Vietnamese dating back at least six hundred years. Than (l) can be translated as 'body-person', the animate, sensual self, often counterpoised with the' (1*), the physical, objective, instrumental body. Thain can also be contrasted with nhan (XC)or ngu''i, oo26-749X/oo/$7.5o+$o.
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meaning the other person, or humans in general. An abundance of compound words give strength to this concept, for example bdn than (oneself), than danh (reputation), than tai (stature), than the (life experience), than phan (personal status), tu than (self-cultivation), and an than (settle down to life). The classical expression than ti' danh bat tui' (bodies expire, but reputations live on) demonstrates how than retains a firm corporeal connection, as distinct from one's spirit or soul.



Tam (,') can be rendered as 'heart-mind', the bearer of inner awareness, sentiment, knowledge and moral judgement.' Again, compounds allow us to probe this vital concept: lu'o'ng tam tinh (conscience); tam su' (confidences); tam hon (soul); ta1m one and hoc tam I (of heart-mind); (sentiments, feelings); dong of and sometimes Multifaceted elusive, (the discipline psychology). tam attempts to describe the inanimate, reflective, perceptive, sentient, sympathetic dimensions of human nature. Tdm possesses significant voluntarist potential, in contrast to the largely determinist than, which is dependent on regular corporeal gratification and amenable to habit. A person possessing a strong sense of tam is capable of internalizing ideas and emotions, formulating a vision, taking action, and living (or dying) by the results. Unlike most other concepts derived from the Chinese classics, tam is not bound by hierarchy: the heart-mind of even the lowliest person on the Vietnamese social ladder is able to commune with other heart-minds, with to draw sustenance nature, the spirits, the universe at large-and from them in turn. Such psychological interaction can be accomplished directly, without reliance on intermediaries, although the latter is acceptable as well. Not surprisingly, Vietnamese poets have long found tam an important asset where it comes to asserting the inner self or projecting deep feelings and convictions. As one anonymous woman poet reflects in the moonlight:2 How many in the world know my true self? My heart I only bare to hills and streams. Amongavailabledictionaries,I continueto rely heavilyon Dao Duy Anh,Hdn VietTu,Dien(Chinese-ViernameseDictionary),originallypublishedin twovolumes in Hue'in 1932 and 1936. In this discussionof than and tam I am particularly indebtedto MarkElvin, 'Tales of Shen and Xin: Body-Personand Heart-Mindin China duringthe Last 150 Years',in Thomas Kasulis (ed.), Self as Bodyin Asian andPractice(Albany,1993), pp. 213-90. Theory 2 From'The moon-questions and answers',as translatedby HuynhSanh Thong in TheHeritageof Vietnamese Poetry(NewHaven, 1979), p. 189.
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A fourteenth-century Vietnamese monarch, having ascended a mountain to appreciate the view and compose poetry, concludes as follows:3 The stream of things flows on and on. Of life my heart speaks to my heart. Against the rail, I raise the flute As moonlight splashes on my chest. Nguyen Trai, the famous fifteenth-century strategist, official and writer, speaks of a 'leisured heart at one with the Great Void', yet also cautions that 'Men's hearts make more detours than winding streams'.4 Vietnam's greatest poet, Nguyen Du (1765-1820), insisted that 'the root of good lies inside our heart-mind (long), the character tam is worth three talent characters'.5 Each of these poets probably took pride in their own calligraphy, and assumed that brushed characters offered visual insights to the heart-mind of the creator, an aesthetic realm which today has almost vanished amidst printing presses and word processors. Poets also took the lead in exploring the relationship between body-person and heart-mind. Chu Van An, illustrious fourteenthcentury teacher, summarized these two facets of human character as follows:6 The body clings to peaks: a lonely cloud. The heart lies free of ripples: some old well. Nguyen Trai, laden with political responsibilities and surrounded by enemies at court, ruminated:7 The body casts all loads and finds its self. Why haunt the world and seek a lofty seat? For the pure heart, a pond with silver moon To give sheer joy, a hoard of balmy breeze. 3 From 'On



climbingMountBao-dai',by king Tran Nhan-tong,as translatedby HuynhSanhTh6ng,p. 117. 4 Translatedin HuynhSanh Thong,pp. 73; 82. 5 FromTruyenKieu,lines 3251-2. HuynhSanhThongtranslatesthis morepoeticallyas 'Insideourselvesthere lies the root of good:the heart outweighsall talents on this each'.See NfuyenDu, TheTaleofKieu(New Haven, 1983), pp. 166-7. 6 From 'Springmorning',translatedin HuynhSanh Th&ng,p. 70. For another Literature translation,see Nguyen Khac Vien and Hauu Ngoc (eds), Vietnamese (Hanoi, i983(?)), p. 222. 7 From 'The body casts all loads and finds its self', translatedin Huynh Sanh



Th6ng,pp. 77-8. NguyenTrai eventuallylost out at court,was accusedof regicide, and executedtogetherwith almost all other male membersof his clan.
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On the other hand, Nguyen Binh Khiem, sixteenth-century political advisor, prognosticator and bard, emphasized the need to regulate the volatile heart-mind:8 How perilous, the heart of man! Unchecked, it turns its demons loose. A gentleman stands his firm groundThereon he seeks the highest good. Brought under control, the heart-mind can then modulate the body-person's primal urges, whether power, honor, money, sex, reproduction or security. Maintenance of personal health is dialectical: the heart-mind influences bodily well-being, while proper diet, rest and exercise improves one's mental outlook.



Self-Cultivation Personal withdrawal from society, or worldly renunciation, is a culturally familiar option in Vietnam, often discussed when pressures mount to seemingly unbearable proportions. Gautama Buddha's long disengagement in search of enlightenment is part of Vietnamese popular lore, although it is not the historical Buddha, but several of his incarnations, who provide the focus for widespread Buddhist religious observances. Over the centuries, Taoist and other religious recluses have often attracted popular respect, and occasionally served as focal points for millenarian upheavals. However, the number of hermits in Vietnam never seems to have been large, certainly as compared with India. More commonly, persons seek entry to established Buddhist or Taoist temples, but this amounts to substitution of one social organization for another, not avoidance of human interactions. The most prevalent form of personal religious commitment is accomplished at home (tu tai gia; tu 6' nha), which usually involves eschewing certain sensual or material pleasures, offering prayers regularly, meditating, and perhaps avoiding contacts beyond the family. Following ancient Confucian custom, disenchanted or demoted government officials have the option of requesting permission to retire to their home villages, where they often compose poetry, repair their bruised egos, and hope for recall to the capital. 8 From 'Thoughts inspired by "The Middle Haven"', translated by Huynh Sanh Thong, p. 70.
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'Self-cultivation' (tu than) encompasses a wide variety of techniques for achieving personal enlightenment and virtue. In Vietnam, as in many other cultures, alternatives range from the most elaborate, extended study of canonical texts to direct, sudden awareness of ultimate truths. In practice, most Vietnamese assimilate hundreds of cultural prescriptions in childhood, perhaps prioritize them to some degree in adolescence or early adulthood, but are not inclined to weed out contradictions or commit themselves internally to single principles. Like most of us, they proceed through life with a mixed bag of intellectual, emotional and behavioral preferences, only being forced to lean to one direction or another by the necessity to take concrete action. Undoubtedly the best known classical prescription incorporating the self in Vietnam is derived from a pivotal passage in the Confucian book of Great Learning (Da Xue; Dai Hoc), which positions eight verbnoun compounds in cause-and-effect sequence: cach vat-tri tri-thanh j-chinh tam-tu than-t'egia-tri qu'c-binh thien ha (redefine objectsthe heartdeepen one's knowledge-establish concepts-rectify mind-cultivate the self-regulate the family-govern the statepacify the world).9 The last three categories will concern us later. The first five actions take place within the self, outlining a complicated mental process designed to prepare one for ethically upright success in human affairs. Requiring high levels of literacy and plenty of time for study and contemplation, this prescription for self-awareness is clearly meant for a small elite, not the common people. Over time, however, the first four categories faded in significance, eventually being subsumed in routine usage to number five, tu than. Indeed, the next passage in the Great Learning appears to foreshadow this simplification: 'From the emperor down to the ordinary people, all must take self-cultivation as the root of everything'.'? On the other hand, Confucius and his disciples would not have been pleased by the proliferation of different techniques for selfcultivation, some of them requiring little or no classical education. In Vietnam, the routes to personal awareness multiplied and intersected with each other, with very few devotees bothering to go back to original texts, assuming they could be found. 9 Each of these terms possesses an elaborate exegesis in Chinese philosophy. For perhaps the first attempt at English translation, see James Legge, The Chinese Classics, vol. i (Hong Kong and London, 1861), pp. 222-3. 10 Quang Dam, Nho Giao Xu'a va Nay [Confucianism Past and Present] (Hanoi, 1994), P- 121; Legge, vol. 1, p. 223.
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For those who master their inner selves, the abbreviated Great Learning formula appears to offer tremendous opportunities to exercise power, beginning with those around one, then expanding one's horizons progressively.1" However, the formula resides within a larger Confucian doctrine designed to promote loyalty, respect for authority and social hierarchy. For the self to succeed, it must fragment and function according to the five relationships (ngu luan): ruler-subject, father-son, husband-wife, elder brother-younger brother, and friendfriend. Only the last holds any egalitarian possibilities, the others being inherently vertical and unequal. Women are largely ignored. There is no concept of 'the personality' as an integrated being, interacting with other personalities of equal validity. Amidst so many dyadic relationships, does the self in Vietnam possess any internal meaning, or is each person instead a collection of many masks accumulated through life, some carved by others, some by oneself? Put more crudely, is there anything behind the shifting masks? These may be the wrong questions, at least prior to the twentieth-century.12 For the vast majority of people, living according to a demanding cycle set by the elements, sharing very similar requirements for food, shelter and reproduction, the accumulation of dyadic links by each inhabitant has been a valuable source of psychological and cultural stimulation, rendering each person distinct from other members of the family and village. Amidst the uniformity of daily existence, basic social groups are made qualitatively heterogenous. No one member can be confused with another. Moreover, each member is unlikely to remain entirely passive in such a matrix of relationships, instead attempting to manipulate and refashion them according to personal preference. Looking beyond the village, powerful or famous persons are likely to have possessed hundreds of significant personal relationships and a dozen or more names and titles for different occasions.



The Individual In Vietnam, western ideas about the individual almost surely circulated long before the term 'individual' (ca nhan) entered the gen1 The abbreviated formula is sometimes



reduced even further to the four verbs:



tu, te, tri,binh. 12



For an earlier discussion of this topic, see Phan Thi Dac, Situation de la personne au Vietnam (Paris: Ed. Du CNRS, 1966). See also, Nguyen Van Ky, La socie'teVietnamienne face a la modernite:Le Tonkin de la fin du XIXe siecle a la seconde guerre mondiale (Paris: l'Harmattan, 1995), pp. 356-63.
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eral vocabulary during the early twentieth century. Seventeenthcentury European Catholic missionaries endeavored to explain to Vietnamese converts the vital relationship between God, the Church, and the individual believer. Catechisms and sermons delivered in Vietnamese must have provoked comparisons between the individual in Christian thought and long-established Confucian, Buddhist and Taoist explanations of the self. It is fascinating to leaf through the 1651 dictionary compiled by Fr Alexandre de Rhodes and encounter familiar words like 'person' (ngu''i), 'body-person' (than) and the first-person singular pronouns t6'o ta, tao, minh and toi, each explained in Portugese and Latin.13



What Alexandre de Rhodes has to say about the first-person singular toi is most important for our discussion. He equates it firmly with ego in Latin, adding that it conveys a sense of personal modesty. However, it is not to be conflated with another meaning of t6i-servant, subject or underling-which is given a separate dictionary entry.'4 In a brief grammatical appendix to the dictionary, where de Rhodes tackles the complex topic of Vietnamese pronouns with gusto, he states that the first-person t6i is a 'commonly spoken form that people use with anyone above them, although additional [2nd-person] honorifics must be added depending on the rank of the higher person, at least when one begins a sentence'. After detailing some of these honorifics, which should be used liberally to avoid offense, he explains that t6i also serves to signal one's modesty, as it figuratively places one in the position of servant to the person being addressed. However, it is clear from the context that no literal servant-master relationship need be involved. Rather, it allows one to talk to someone of assigned higher status without having to place both speaker and listener in a quasi-familial relationship. Thi can be paired with the first-person ta, which de Rhodes says is employed by a person when speaking to someone below, providing the latter is 'dignified', i.e. not to be demeaned or denigrated. Fifty years after de Rhodes' dictionary was published, another French priest quoted a Vietnamese telling him, "Ly thatytoi xin tla 13 Alexandre de Rhodes, DictionariumAnnamiticum, Lusitanium,et Latinum (Rome: Sacred Congregation, 1651). Photo-reproduced and published most recently as Tu, Die^nAnnam-Lusitan-Latinh (Hanoi: Khoa Hoc Xa Hoi, 1991), with an added section translating the Portugese and Latin into current Vietnamese. 14 I am indebted to Prof. Nguyen Dinh Dau for alerting me to the separate entries in the de Rhodes dictionary.
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[trd] dao" (Honoured father, I request to return to the faith).'5 Eventually a few Vietnamese were able to study at Catholic institutions overseas, where it is hard to imagine them not pondering the differences in concepts of the self as taught to them in childhood by parents or local Confucian literati, versus the seminary instruction provided by French, Portugese or Spanish priests. One early nineteenth-century Vietnamese priest, Philiphe Binh, left behind a 625-page quoc ngau recounting of his life that clearly demonstrates familiarity with western autobiographical techniques. Philiphe Binh also employed the first-person singular toi in the impersonal, nondyadic manner of 'I' or 'me' in English.'6 A French priest writing in quoc ngtu' at about the same time also used toi in this manner.17 Whether Vietnamese beyond the Catholic community were familiar with this usage remains to be investigated. Nguyen Tru'o'ng To (1830-71), a lay Catholic who studied with French priests both inside Vietnam and overseas, and traveled at least once to Europe, chose to ignore the individual almost completely in his prolific writings in classical Chinese. One reason was practical: Nguyen Tru'o'ng To composed mostly formal policy proposals to Emperor Tu' Di'c, between 1863 and 1871, urging the monarch to exercise more authority, to tighten discipline among his subjects, to establish a range of new economic organizations, and to mobilize an effective military defense. To broach matters of personal belief and behavior would have required extensive background elucidation, not to mention exposing Nguyen Tru'o'ng To to condemnation by anti-Catholic elements at court. At a deeper level, however, one suspects that Nguyen Tru'6'ng To himself had little or no commitment to the individual, instead taking a firm statist position, based on his own muscular brand of Confucianism, Legalism, and the authoritarianism of his French Catholic mentors.18 15



Fr. Ausies letter of 6 April 1701 to MEP Director, rue de Bac Archives, vol. 725, p. 73(4). Kindly shown to me by Dr Nola Cooke, December 1998. This bit of evidence is all the more interesting because modern Vietnamese Catholic believers normally style themselves 'child' (con)when addressing the priest as 'father' (thay). 16 Philiphe Binh, Sach So'Sangchepcdcviec (Notebook Recording Activities) (Dalat: Vien Dai Hoc Da Lat, 1968). This is a photoreproduction of the original 1822 handwritten text, with an Introduction by Thanh Lang. Philiphe Blnh headed a Jesuit delegation of priests that traveled to Portugal in 1796 and was unable to return to Vietnam. 17 Rue be Bac Archives, vol. 693. Shown to me by Dr Nola Cooke, Oct. 1997. 18 Tru,o,ng Ba C'an (ed.), NguyenTruo,ng To:ConNgu7o'iva Di Thdo(HfoChi Minh City, 1988).
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It may be that the group of Vietnamese working for the French in Saigon as interpreters and translator from the 186os will provide valuable clues about how a whole series of western political culture terms began to enter the Vietnamese vocabulary. Encountering such French words as 'individuel', 'personnalite', 'soci6te', 'le peuple', 'nation', 'liberte' or 'progres', did they attempt neologisms immediately or simply work around the problem, using explanatory phrases in Vietnamese each time the need arose? Well into the twentieth century, intellectuals continued to salt their Vietnamese speech and writings with such French-language terms, but this hardly facilitated communication with people who knew little French. The French personal pronouns 'moi' and 'toi' were appropriated to colloquial Vietnamese as a way to avoid using a variety of pronoun dyads based on age, rank, status or gender. 'C'est moi' came to symbolize the assertion of individuality for many Vietnamese otherwise barely conversant in French. One of the first classical quotations learned in colonial French language classes was Descartes' Je pense doncje suis' (I think therefore I am), not far behind another textbook standby that Vietnamese loved to mock, 'Our ancestors, the Gauls'. Probably the first Vietnamese intellectual to address western concepts



of the self sympathetically



was Nguyen



An Ninh



(1900-43),



beginning with his influential Saigon speech of 15 October 1923, titled 'The Aspirations of Annamite Youth', delivered in French.19 Nguyen An Ninh challenged members of his audience to dream lofty dreams, to 'flee from their fathers' house', to climb to a peak in order to 'feel all one's strength and possess one's soul', to embrace the whole world, and then to return to society to utilize one's newly found creative forces to the full. The powerful vision of liberation which Nguyen An Ninh offered to the new intelligentsia generation in particular was drawn from Nietszche's cult of the superman, Bergson's elan vital, Confucian self-cultivation (tu-than), and the priestly traditions of India as manifested in recent ashram initiatives by Rabindranath Tagore and others. As a measure of his idealism, Nguyen An Ninh asserted that a person born free could lead a free life even if enslaved, whereas a person born a slave might well remain a slave even when perched high on a royal throne. Considering Vietnam to be culturally 19 'Ideal de lajeunesse Annamite', reprinted in La ClocheFelee no. 5 (7 Jan. 1924) and no. 6 ( 1 Jan. 1924). An excellent discussion of this speech, and Nguyen An Ninh's ideas in general, can be found in Hue-Tam Ho Tai, Radicalismand the Origins Revolution(Harvard, 1992), pp. 72-87. of the Vietnamese
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deprived, he urged young people to become artists, poets, composers and scientists, but what Nguyen An Ninh wanted above all was a transformation in the way each of his countrymen looked at the world and arranged their thoughts. In the process, each person would need to wage a struggle against one's family, repressive society, narrow preconceptions and enfeebling ideas. Once this was accomplished they could exercise human will power and join together as a people, a 'new force going up against old forces'. To jump on the political stage and assert one's patriotism before engaging in the quest for self-realization was stupid and presumptuous, a barb Nguyen An Ninh directed at specific un-named members of his own generation. As it happened, political pressures would build up so quickly in the three years following Nguyen An Ninh's speech that such a measured progression from inner struggle to group struggle was impossible. Nguyen An Ninh himself was propelled towards organizing a quasi-traditional secret society, thrown in jail repeatedly by the French, and eventually died on Con L6n prison island.20 Besides Nietszche and Bergson, educated Vietnamese of the 192os and 1930s were also attracted to Kant's vision of the individual as free, principled being, capable of standing above history, traditional precedent, and custom. At any moment, each individual could will a moral ideal that was both rational and unselfish. Undoubtedly many Vietnamese were attracted to Kantian idealism initially because it shared with Confucianism the a priori assertion of human virtue and life as a quest for the ultimate good. At another level, however, Kant was subversive of Confucianism, encouraging each person to experience the exultation and sense of liberation that comes from rejecting conventional wisdom, long-established behavioral patterns and sacrosanct hierarchies. Nevertheless, few Vietnamese appeared to see in Kant an affirmation of the individual as complete entity or coherent personality. Instead, Kant's call to individuals to act in such a way that what they willed might also be thought of as universal laws suggested to some Vietnamese a new ideology of liberation, in which millions of people consciously selected immortality and perfection of humanity as a whole over the transitory happiness of the individual in society.21 20



For a compilation of Nguyen An Ninh's writings, introduced and annotated by his son, Nguyen An Tinh, see Nguyen an Ninh (Ho Chi Minh City: NXB Tre, 1996). 21 David G. Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920-I945 (Berkeley, 1981), pp. 120-1.
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From Kant's idealism and universal laws, Vietnamese intellectuals moved quickly to Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Du contrat social, which insists that the final sovereign is neither the king not the free individual, but rather members of a community who have chosen voluntarily to surrender all their rights to constitute a single 'moral person', with the final norm being the 'general will' of that person. Rousseau's basic argument had circulated among educated Vietnamese from the turn of the century, but it was not until the mid-192os that Du contratsocial was readily available in both original French and quoc ngui translation. Because the 'general will' was to be upheld in practice by the State, seen as a progressive force lifting humans up from their primitive condition, Rousseau appealed especially to political romantics in Vietnam eager to spark a national movement of independence followed by state-inspired modernization.22 By contrast, Vietnamese intellectuals seemed unaware of or disinterested in John Locke, whose message was steeped in the principles of individual rights, defense of private property, and restrictions on the power of the state.23 Locke the Protestant assigned supreme importance to the individual soul, and its right to determine its own relations to God, which Vietnamese might have found an interesting contrast to teachings of the Catholic Church. Locke also encouraged each individual to associate with others in forming a corporate body that acted subsequently by majority principle, but without surrendering one's rights to the collective. Committed Vietnamese Buddhists would have understood Locke readily and agreed with much of what he said, albeit minus the Puritan zealousness and assertion of a sacred right of property. Some Vietnamese intellectuals were intrigued by arguments in favor of enlightened self-interest originating with Adam Smith and Jeremy Bentham. As understood in Vietnam in the 192os, utilitarianism not only meant that individuals possessed a natural desire to enjoy pleasure and escape pain, but that this innate characteristic, if dealt with rationally and purposefully, could be the foundation of a social system bringing happiness and security to the greatest numbers. Individual ingenuity and intelligence would harness nature, transform matter, and develop new ways to benefit the many instead 22



A new translation of Du contrat social, by Hoang Thanh Dam, titled KheI u6'c xa ho.i (Ho Chi Minh City: Ho Chi Minh City Press, 1992), has stirred renewed discussion. 23 I have yet to find a discussion of Locke's ideas in print in Vietnam, although my search is far from exhaustive.
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of the few. To do this, however, individuals in Vietnam needed to be freed from traditional particularistic bonds, be encouraged to form entirely new social relationships, and be given the protection of a firm, impersonal legal system. Not surprisingly, members of Vietnam's nascent bourgeoisie took up these ideas with particular enthusiasm, at a time when entrepreneurial prospects looked most promising. Odes to capitalism proliferated in Vietnamese periodicals. Books and pamphlets were published bearing such evocative titles as 'Paragons of How to Get Rich', 'Buying Cheap and Selling Dear', 'Fortyone Occupations Requiring Little Capital', and 'Wealth is Better than Nobility'.24 Not only Vietnamese traditionalists but also many radicals and progressives of the 1920s and 1930S found such talk repugnant. They vehemently rejected the notion that those individuals who gathered the most money should achieve the greatest power. They also lampooned young intellectuals who quoted Greek hedonists or Russian anarchists to defend egoistic behavior, or employed Smith and Bentham as sanction for personal or family aggrandizement. Although Social Darwinism appeared to explain inter-ethnic conflict, international politics, and colonialism/anti-colonialism, very few Vietnamese accepted 'survival of the fittest' as the basis for individual behavior. Whether or not individuals acted out of selfish needs and desires, they had to form groups to protect themselves against others and to achieve economic efficiencies of scale. Marxism attracted many young Vietnamese intellectuals because of the way it appeared to combine materialist self-interest with idealistic assertions regarding the perfectibility of human character. Individuals would find the most advantage in joining with those who shared the same relationship to the mode of production; consequent class struggle would propel humanity towards socialism and then communism. However, only a minority of Vietnamese intellectuals who considered themselves Marxist chose to join the explicitly Leninist Indochinese Communist Party (ICP) from 1930 onwards.25 Rapid expansion of the print media in the 1920S allowed lively, ambitious writers, editors and publishers to bypass institutions such as the family, village and school to reach a reading audience of thousands-informing, entertaining and motivating. This personal power to communicate widely was taken up as well by readers of newspa24



25



Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, pp. 122-3. Ibid., pp. 124-30.
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pers, who forwarded letters, poems, short stories and reportage to editors for possible publication. Colonial censorship often limited overt political content, and the market imposed its own requirements, yet the print media offered literate persons an unprecedented opportunity to project themselves to others. Although the quoc ngau press expanded most dramatically, the French-language press was by no means neglected, partly because some intellectuals hoped to reach beyond a Vietnamese audience to the world at large. As their readership expanded, few writers seemed to appreciate that their personal capacity to fathom the inner thoughts and emotions of their audience was decreasing in turn. The intelligentsia's love affair with the printing press brought with it a diminution of human two-way communication, which became more pronounced as radio, the cinema, phonograph machines and television entered the scene as well. Individual heroism fascinated young Vietnamese intellectuals of the 1920s. Among the hundred or so biographies and biographical dramas published during this period, almost all emphasized personal courage, fortitude and charisma. As I have suggested elsewhere, this popularity of biographies related to growing political confidence. It was a 'calling up of souls' (chieu hfon;goi hon), Vietnamese or foreign, who could serve as role models and sources of inspiration for future action.26 Precisely because these persons were paragons, however, almost no attention was devoted to emotional nuances or contradictions of character. Along with biographies, young urban Vietnamese found heroic inspiration in the new medium of motion pictures, whether the character was Napoleon, Joan of Arc, Sinbad the Sailor, or Tarzan. The mock-heroic Charlie Chaplin offered amusing counterpoint.



Poetry and Fiction For the first published Vietnamese explorations of individuality, as distinct from role models, we must turn to poetry and fiction of the 1930s. 'New Poetry' (Tho) M6'i) not only discarded classical meters and eschewed hoary imagery but sometimes shocked readers by the way it exposed to public scrutiny the inner fears, fantasies, weak26



Ibid., pp. 260-4.
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nesses and hopes of the individual poet. The' Lu', one of the most popular New Poets, tried to explain himself as follows: I love life, with all its misery, With its heartache, its horror, or its gracefulness, With its brilliance, its love, or its ferocity. You may say that my character is fickle, Without purpose, without ideology-but what need have I?27 Traditionalists accused the New Poets of being too lazy to learn the old rules, of merely aping Hugo or Lamartine, of overbearing narcissism. The debt to nineteenth-century European romanticism was obvious, at least to Vietnamese with access to the relevant French poets, yet this meant little to readers of New Poetry in quoc ngu', as they ventured together with The' Lf' and others into uncharted psychological waters. More than the poets, however, it was the 1930s writers of novels and short stories who picked up that key modernist gauntlet-the quest for an integrated personality. As Neil Jamieson has pointed out regarding fiction of this period, 'Spontaneous whole-person relationships were almost always positive ones, while role-based partperson relationships were often negative, at the least a source of disappointment and sometimes involving intense conflict.'28 Awash with western ideas, undergoing urbanization, still under pressure to conform to traditional family expectations, chafing at foreign rule, novelists somehow managed to create characters who both reflected these contradictory influences and tried to surmount them. Real life might remain depressingly fragmented and ambivalent, yet imaginary worlds were being created and shared with a literary flair that has continued to enchant Vietnamese readers of 193os novels to the present day. City life profoundly influenced this new generation of Vietnamese poets and novelists, many of whom originated in the countryside. On the one hand, it offered relative anonymity, a break from prior relationships and obligations, the opportunity to sample an unprecedented range of activities, to choose when to be accessible, when to be lost in the urban crowd. On the other hand, the city offered a host of new collective identities, whether as member of a school class, writing group, cultural association, or political organization. 27 From 'Cay dan muon dieu' (The lute of ten thousand tones), as translated in Neil L. Jamieson, Understanding Vietnam (Berkeley, 1993), p. 115. 28 Ibid., p. 105.
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The experience was likely to be both exhilarating and destabilizing, a mood often communicated in creative writing of the period. Atomization and alienation existed side-by-side with a sense of newly released potential and collective power. Compared to poetry and fiction, non-fiction of this period offers few insights on individuality. In the mid-lg2os, Nguyen Trieu Luat had introduced readers to a wide range of psychological terms and concepts, including the unconscious, the ego, individual personality, and the physiology of perception. He also outlined western 'mind' versus 'body' debates, but then chose not to take sides, suggesting that each facet needed the other in the same way as a mandolin required strings.29 A late 1930S debate between self-proclaimed idealists and materialists could have provided the opportunity to explore individual psychology, but instead both sides preferred to raise the stakes quickly to society and humanity at large. Idealists did insist that individuals be free to pursue whatever muse they wished, and ridiculed the notion that 'spirit' is entirely dependent on 'matter'. As it turned out, materialists were not eager to stress the idea that 'mind' is determined by 'body', or even that poverty-stricken peasants and workers were motivated primarily by basic material needs, but instead called on each intellectual to be an 'engineer of the soul', and predicted that the masses, led by a proletarian vanguard, would surmount all obstacles and achieve victory over the future.30 Some of the idealists of the late 1930s would become the loudest proponents of Communist Party control of cultural output only a decade later.



Autobiography Among non-fiction genres, autobiography offered an obvious opportunity to explore the self. Autobiography was already well-known in a classical Chinese context (tu' truyen), yet conventions required the writer to praise his parents and teachers, describe his career, offer moralistic anecdotes, and modestly sum up what he had learned from life, not say anything about inner feelings, personal motivations or 29 Nguyen Trieu Luat, 'Tam Ly Hoc' (Psychology), serialized in Nam Phong (Hanoi) from November 1924 to August 1926. 30 Marr, Vietnamese Traditionon Trial, pp. 360-3.
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interactions with siblings, wife and children. Phan B6i Chau had expanded the parameters of the genre a bit with his Nguc Trung Thu' (Prison Notes), written in a Chinese jail in 1914 on the assumption that it might well be his last communication with his countrymen. Phan criticized himelf severely from a variety of angles, yet always with a political or moral purpose in mind, not any particular desire to expose his own psyche to the world.31 When members of the new intelligentsia were tossed into jail from the late 1920s, they often used the experience to political and personal effect as well. In Phan Van Him's influential Ngoi Tu Khdm Lo'n (In Saigon Central Prison), for example, the author conveys the shock of being stripped and searched, of being yelled at constantly and rapped on the head for the slightest infringement. He is made to feel very ashamed of himself. Life is quickly reduced to the lowest common denominators of eating, sleeping, defecating, avoiding punishment, and grappling with illness. However, at the same time as one's body is being defiled and perhaps broken, it is essential to struggle to keep one's mind pure, upright and alert. For external substantiation, Phan Van Hum cites Confucian self-cultivation, the Greek myth of Prometheus, Christ carrying his own cross to Calvary, The BrothersKaramazovby Dostoyevsky, the experience of an incarcerated Vietnamese mystic, and the contemporary example of Mahatma Gandhi. His favorite metaphor is that of a circus acrobat walking a tightrope, tipping this way and that, achieving temporary equilibrium. Because many Vietnamese lack the proper attitude when they climb onto the tightrope of life, they lose their balance and fall when faced with unexpected challenges. Unless sufficient numbers master the art, however, Vietnam is destined to remain forever enslaved.32 We see here a characteristic intelligentsia leap of faith, from a single jail experience to millions of individuals mastering their own tightropes of life, to a future collective liberation from French subjugation. The numerous prison memoirs and exposes which followed Ngoi 31 Phan B6i Chau, Nguc Trung Thu, (Saigon: Tan Viet, 1950). Translated from Chinese by Dao Trinh Nhat. Translated into English by Christopher Jenkins and Tran Khanh Tuyet, in Refiectionsfrom Captivity (Ohio University Press, 1978), edited by David G. Marr. See also Phan B6i Chau's second autobiography written in the late 1930S and published as: Phan Boi Chau Nien Biieu (Year to Year Activities of Phan B6i Chau) (Hanoi: Van Si' Dia, 1957); and Tu, Phan (Self-judgement) (Hue: Anh Minh, 1956). 32 Phan Van Hum, NgoiTu Khlm Lo'n (Sitting in Saigon Central Prison) (Saigon, 1929; 2nd edition, 1957). Discussed in Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, pp. 309II.
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Tu Kham Lo'n tended to say less and less about inner turmoil or temporary equilibrium, and more and more about colonial brutality and inmate resistance. The highpoint of personal exploration via the medium of autobiography is undoubtedly Nhuang Ngay Tho' Au (Days of Childhood), by Nguyen Hong, appearing in 1938 to a surprised and apreciative audience.33 The author opens in unprecedented fashion: 'My father was a prison warder, and my mother came from a family of traders.' He thus scoffs at the classical autobiographical tradition, as well as the practice of keeping family genealogies (gia pha') replete with distinguished ancestors, pure intentions and honorable deeds. Nguyen Hong the child is not the least ashamed of his family, except to the degree it suffers decline from bourgeois comfort due to the opium addiction and eventual disappearance of his father. Nguyen Hong the adult seeks to recall past relationships with his mother, paternal grandmother ad father, as well as to evoke a young boy's quest for affection, understanding and respect. Freud probably influences the author, as in the following passage: I sat on the cushion with my thigh against my mother's, my head resting on her chest. I felt the warmth I had been missing in my life flow through my body. The smell of my mother's clothes and the scented breath that came from her lovely mouth as she chewed betel were unusually fragrant to me. Just think when you were young and in your mother's lap, how infinitely gentle a sensation it was to have your face against her milky breast, and her hand caressing your face and chin, and rubbing your back.34 The opposite of mother's breast, particularly when she has been compelled to live elsewhere, is the relentless, cold, penetrating winter drizzle of the northern delta, which the author remembers on numerous occasions. At night, sleeping in cramped, uncomfortable conditions, he is sometimes wafted away by pleasant dreams: 'My mind was no longer beset by anger and jealousy, and so my innate personality-that of a young child-was able to blossom fully in those bright familiar dreams.'35 33 Nguyen H'ong,NhuangNgay Tho,'Au(Days of Childhood), serialized in NgayNay (Hanoi) from October to December 1938. Later published in Hanoi (1957, 1963) and Saigon (1969). Translated in Greg Lockhart and Monique Lockhart, TheLight of the Capital: ThreeModernVietnameseClassics (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 157-218. 34 Translation from Lockhart and Lockhart, p. 188. 35 Ibid., p. 197.
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Although many reviewers of Nhuing Ngay Tho'Au have emphasized the social criticism inherent in Nguyen Hong's description of traditional family customs and attitudes, most notably in relation to marriage and the inferior status of women, far more original and compelling, it seems to me, is his sensitive evocation of a young boy growing up buffeted by emotions arriving from many directions, learning how to defeat his peers at games on the playground or in the streets, gradually extending his vision via movies, soccer matches and solo visits to Nam Dinh cathedral, going to school less frequently, and finally, not yet fourteen years of age, abandoning school entirely after unjust public humiliation at the hands of one of his teachers. We feel we have come to know this street-wise kid as an individual, in a way not achieved in Vietnamese literature before or since. Nguyen Hong's Catholic origins may have helped him in subtle ways, from early self-awareness to being able to communicate individuality to his readers. That he was already keeping a crude diary on the back of calendars at the age of twelve or so clearly foreshadows his writing and publishing an autobiography only eight years later. There is an air of melancholy to this autobiography, plus a whiff of nostalgia, yet without the author becoming trapped in trite literary conventions, whether Confucian, romantic or the social realism emerging at the end of the 1930s. Half a century later, Nguyen Hong said his ambition had been to 'give the public a "me" without a mask'.36 That may be the best characterization we have of attempts to promote individuality in literature during the 1930s.



The First-person Singular Toi Young writers like Nguyen Hong often employed words to startle readers into re-thinking comfortable assumptions. We see this with their use of pronouns, especially the first-person singular toi. Earlier we noted the seventeenth-century employment of toi when speaking to persons of higher status without asserting a quasi-familial relationship. Much the same usage is recorded in Paulus Cfia's late nineteenth-century dictionary.37 Now, however, toi was promoted to the equivalent of moi orje in French, designed to give identity to the self 36



Nguyen Hong,Jours d'enfanceet autres recits (Hanoi, 1963), cited in ibid., . 21. Huinh [Huynh] Tinh Paulus Cua, Dictionnaire Annamite/Dai Nam Quoc Am Tu' Vi, 2 volumes (Saigon: Imprimerie Rey, Curiol & cie., 1896), p. 453. 37
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without reference to 'the other', whether high or low, kin or non-kin, male or female. Additional first-person singular terms continued to exist in Vietnamese, for example, t6o ta, tao, minh, bdn than, yet apparently these were considered too colloquial or familiar for the ambitious purpose in mind. Classically-trained Phan Khoi may have been the first writer to advocate the new role for toi, in 1930.38 However, Mme Nguyen Di'c Nhuan was simultaneously encouraging women to use toi just like the men, rather than em (younger sister), con (child) or to' (servant), which suggests some prior experimentation in the 192os.39 The need to write for a faceless, impersonal audience, which had become apparent to a few persons after the 186os arrival of the printing press, and obvious to all intellectuals during the quo'c nga' publishing explosion of the 1920S, made the arrival to written Vietnamese of toi or some equivalent almost inevitable. Nonetheless, few intellectuals could have predicted how quickly the impersonal toi would spread to spoken Vietnamese as well, a measure of literature's impact on society at large. The link between the pronoun toi and nascent individuality was soon noted by Vietnamese writers, for example in the following comment by Hoai Thanh and Hoai Chan, repeated often in subsequent decades:40 The first day-who knows when-that the word 'I' [toi] appeared in Vietnamese poetry, it was truly surprising. It was as if 'I' were lost in a strange land. This is because it brought with it a perspective not yet seen in this country: the individual perspective. Since ancient times there was no individual in Vietnamese society. There was only the collective: the large one being the country, the small one, the family. As for the individual, its unique characteristics were submerged in the family and in the country, like a drop of water in the sea. 38



Phan Kh6i, 'Phep lam van: cach dct dai danh tu'i (Rules of writing: the use of pronouns). Phu Nua Tan Van (Saigon), no. 73 (9 Oct. 1930), pp. 13-14. Phan Khoi assumed that toi originated from the nom compound vua-toi (ruler-subject), most important of the Confucian five relationships. In Sino-Vietnamese, the relationship is known as qudn-than.In a more detailed discussion of pronouns published twenty years later, Phan Kh6i acknowledged pre-2oth century use of the figurative firstperson toi, yet still complained about its demeaning origins in the ruler-subject relationship, and posited a much older, non-hierarchical pronoun dyad, may-tao, which later constricted to derogatory or very familiar circumstances. See Phan Khoi, Tim Toi trongTieng Viet (Searching Around the Vietnamese Language) (Viet Bac, 1950), pp. 49-50.



39 Mme Nguyen Du'c Nhuan, ' "Toi" hay la "em"' (Using 'I' or 'younger sister'), Phu Nui Tan Van no. 71 (25 Sept. 30), p. 22. 40 Hoai Thanh and Hoai Chan, Thi Nhan Vi.t Nam (Vietnamese Poets) (Hanoi, 1942. Reprinted in Saigon, 1968), pp. 51-2. See also, Nguyen Van Ky, La societe Vietnamienneface a la modernite,p. 126.
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Such authors must have been aware of diverse evocations of the self by earlier generations, yet chose to caricature the past in the interests of their modernist agenda. As it turned out, toi failed to achieve the status of moi or je in French, although it remains important and can still be observed as a marker of individuality in certain circumstances. Socioneeded toi a like vous to hook second-person singular linguistically, up with. One possibility was ngai, traditionally employed to address officials and other persons of high status, but probably considered too formal, even 'feudal', by the new intelligentsia.41 Another possibility was ngu'o'i, traditionally used by rulers and mandarins to address inferiors. However, it was one thing to appropriate a modest term like toi to refer to oneself, quite another to presume to talk down to one's readers systematically. Further transformation of the 'me-you' relationship may thus have become stalled by a basic principle of hierarchical etiquette: one deprecates the self and upgrades the other by a degree or two. Occasionally the word ngu'ao (person) was used by authors to address 'the reader' generically.42 Nguli had the advantage of relative status neutrality, yet for some reason was not promoted as the equivalent of vous.43During the heady egalitarian period following the August 1945 Revolution, dong chi (comrade) became a favorite second-person singular, imitating citoyen in 1789 France and tovarichin 1917 Russia, and swallowing up a host of particularistic pronouns. Eventually, however, dong chi constricted back to party, official and public ritual occasions. Ban (friend) had its secondperson singular uses as well. All-in-all, however, toi was like a lusty adventurer who had accumulated partners in various ports, but then grown old without finding his true equal.



Contesting the Individual Surveying Vietnamese use of the word 'individual' (cd nhan) since its appearance in the first decades of the twentieth century, the first thing 41



Ngai survived in DRV/SRV diplomatic and quasi-diplomatic practice. I was flabbergasted to be addressed as ngai by General V6 Nguyen Giap when interviewing him in March 1996. 42 French Catholic priests writing in quoc ngu) in the early 19th century used ngu,ni to mean 'they' and occasionally 'he'. Rue de Bac Archives, v. 693, shown to me by Dr Nola Cooke, Oct. 1997.



43 Interestingly, if capitalized, as Ngu',i, it signified the exhalted 'He', which in the DRV/SRV could only be used to refer to President Ho Chi Minh.
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we note is its fragile, contested status. The term 'individualism' (cd nhan chl ngh/a) remained a broad-brush pejorative employed by both traditionalists and collectivist radicals to warn young Vietnamese away from anarchism, hedonism, weepy romanticism and nihilism.44 Even those intellectuals who projected individuality in their writings or actions were not keen to tack 'individualism' on the mastheads of their periodicals or mount an explicit defense of this alleged new approach to life. Rather, they stressed the novelty of the individual in Vietnamese society and, by implication, at least, the massive difficulties involved in disseminating such ideas beyond a tiny urban minority. Hoai Thanh and Hoai Chan professed satisfaction that toi had become a widely used pronoun by the end of the 1930s, yet it remained 'pitiable' in the eyes of many, and 'ill-starred' in the opinion of these two prominent literary critics.45 Dao Duy Anh, a dedicated modernizer, stressed the institutional constraints on the individual:46 Because the individual has no rights and independent status, one only knows that close up there is the family, further away the village. Separated from family and village, people are quickly disoriented. Since the state ignores individuals and focuses instead on families and villages, those persons who break the law bring down punishment on the entire extended family, and the state requires the village to take responsibility for tax payments. Dao Duy Anh chose to ignore French colonial laws that contained clauses safeguarding individual property rights, probably because in practice they benefited only a small minority, thus reinforcing arguments that 'bourgeois' individualism threatened group solidarity. His contemporary, Nguyen Van Huyen, holder of a doctorate from the Paris School of Oriental Languages, declared bluntly that in Vietnamese society, 'l'individu n'est rien'.47 Critics and proponents of individuality thus shared the assumption that more-or-less timeless traditional values had caused the self to remain subordinate to group imperatives. The well-known French scholar Paul Mus, a contemporary of Dao Duy Anh and Nguyen Van Huyen, argued that custom had shaped Vietnamese life in accordance with two orders of duty:48 44 See, for example, Tran Ha,u Do, Ting ChuongTruyN&on(The Bell which summons Souls) (Saigon, 1926). 45 Hoai Thanh and Hoai Chan, p. 53. 46 Dao Duy Anh, VietNam VanH6a Sd' Cu ong (An Outline History of Vietnamese Culture) (Saigon, 1951), p. 322. Originally published Hue', 1938. 47 Nguyen Van Huyen, La civilisation annamite (Hanoi, 1944), p. 68. 48 T. McAlister, and Paul The Vietnameseand theirRevolution
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DAVID G. MARR 790 A man's first duty was to the local community, to his family and village, a harmonious whole to which he contributed a single note. But this alone was not enough; man also received from on high a standard of behavior, of attitude, and even of intention, all embodied in traditional rites.



Most studies of the Vietnamese Revolution (1945-75), whether written by Vietnamese or foreigners, picture it as a triumph of collectivism over particularist interests and proclivities, to include the individual. Admirers insist that the vast majority of Vietnamese immersed themselves voluntarily to the nation as supreme collectivity, while critics argue that Communist totalitarianism made opposition, attentisme or even conditional approval a dangerous proposition indeed. The more we learn about what happened, the less credible either position becomes. The lives of all Vietnamese were altered profoundly by the Revolution, yet this did not make the nation their sole point of reference, nor did it eliminate their capacity to achieve personal, family or small-group goals separate from, or even contrary to, Communist Party intentions. The August 1945 Revolution gave millions of ordinary Vietnamese a sense of personal empowerment, expressed in hundreds of different ways. It might be something as minor as refusing to call village officials or landlords by traditional honorifics, or as momentous as deliberately breaking ties with family and locality (thoat ly), to join a unit destined to operate in far away provinces. By joining revolutionary organizations young women had an unprecedented opportunity to finesse family pressures to marry and produce children. Looking at photographs of Viet Minh groups of the late 1940s, one is immediately struck by the diverse poses and facial expressions, the jaunty caps, scarves and other fashion statements. Unit commanders sported Japanese swords, Chinese pistols, walking sticks or cavalrystyle riding boots. V6 Nguyen Giap was photographed astride an imposing white stallion. Creative artists walked into battle with Viet Minh battalions, offering odes to patriotic struggle, portraits of people's heroes, highly colored reportage, and new marching tunes to be tried out with guitar accompaniment around the evening campfire. Young women volunteered for dangerous spy missions, young men for suicide (cdm tf') assaults. The Revolution brought personal release and self-fulfillment, as well as obedience to orders and participation in a great cause. By 1951, however, the harsh imperatives of war combined with Party tightening of control were taking the adventure and romance out of the Revolution. Uniforms, body language, military procedures
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and terminology were all being standardized. Some of the more charismatic Viet Minh commanders were purged or demoted. Cultural cadres attached to military units submitted all output for political criticism. Re-education campaigns (chinh huan), designed to intensify hatred for the enemy, heighten class consciousness and foster total unity of purpose, swept through military and civilian organizations alike. Criticism/self-criticism (phe binh tutpheIbinh) sessions aimed to expose the most personal thoughts of each participant to scrutiny by the group, as a first step to ideological reformation and optimum group solidarity. Life histories (Ij lich) were written down by each person, scrutinized by peers and superiors, discussed, re-written, and eventually accepted and entered to one's official dossier. The genres of biography and autobiography that had so intrigued intellectuals of the 1920s and 1930s were now being used as instruments of state power to intrude into each person's psyche, upbringing and relationships. It is hard to say how effective these new techniques were in promoting new personal attitudes and behavior. During the intense fighting and mobilizing of 1952-54, they probably exercised considerable influence on hundreds of thousands of young peasant recruits who previously had known only family and village environments. Nonetheless, soldiers continued to hide unfavorable information about their past, to infringe rules they considered silly, and to pursue sexual liaisons in the most difficult of circumstances, a weakness condemned by the Party as hd hoa. Soldiers kept personal diaries filled with poems, romantic musings and thoughts of home, despite repeated security warnings. Meanwhile, the Army officer corps continued to harbor some individuals possessing bad class backgrounds, quirky behavior traits, critical temperaments and unorthodox opinions-probably one of the unsung reasons for its remarkable military success. The Party Secretary, Tru'6'ng Chinh, continued to find ample evidence of 'bourgeois individualism' that needed to be stamped out. In 1956, a number of highly respected intellectuals published calls for greater freedom of creative expression, only to be denounced vehemently, often compelled to criticize themselves and colleagues in public, then dealt out punishments ranging from extended detention to exclusion from all intellectual activities. By the 196os in the DRV, it seems that criticism/self-criticism sessions had become more ritualized, with each person knowing the correct phrases to utter, the dangerous topics to avoid, and group leaders increasingly disinclined to provoke confrontation. Life histories
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remained important, yet ambitious persons with black marks could often find superiors willing to ignore the information or even assist in having it expunged from the record. Many students with weak life histories were still able to be selected for training in the Soviet Union, eastern Europe and China. By the early 196os, it was the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NFLSVN) which embodied the revolutionary adventure and romance characteristic of the late 1940s Viet Minh. Participants came from diverse backgrounds, possessed personal idiosyncrasies, wore all sorts of clothing, and often maintained contact with urban culture condemned as neo-colonial by Hanoi cadres. By contrast, the People's Army of Vietnam (PAVN) had became a large, standardized apparatus that depended heavily on foreign aid and a steady supply of northern peasant recruits. Battle attrition and the shift from guerrilla to conventional tactics eventually made the NFLSVN an appendage of PAVN, yet the idiosyncratic character of NFLSVN survivors continued to pose a problem for the Communist Party establishment long after the war had ended. Thirty years of war and revolution produced a type of middle-level leader who is unmistakable even in the late 199os, if one visits a state housing block in Hanoi or is invited to a village and introduced to the retired Party secretary or head of the local Fatherland Front Committee. Almost all are men, in their 6os, with upright bearing, taut face, poor teeth, wiry frame, and other signs of having endured malaria, bad diet, heavy smoking and psychological stress. They exude quiet pride in personal accomplishments before 1975, usually backed up by glass-framed state awards on the wall. Although professing confidence in the central leadership's capacity to overcome new challenges, they often reveal disquiet at how little their sacrifices are appreciated by subsequent generations, some of whom are likely to be listening in the background. Outside the hearing of foreigners, these men are often more critical of current leaders for abandoning revolutionary ideals. During the War, they obeyed orders rigorously, took incredible personal risks, and often jeopardized their families as well. Mostly of peasant origin and possessing limited education, they did not presume to understand much more of the outside world than what was told to them by higher ranking cadres and the official media. If faced with dissent among subordinates or citizens in the area, they relied on Party rhetoric and persuasion first, with direct threats being considered bad form, a last resort. However, everyone was aware that police and Party security networks stood
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ready if enforcement became necessary. A basic vocabulary of unity, struggle, Party wisdom, serving Uncle H6o, and not playing into enemy hands, was employed constantly to obtain participation of target groups. During the late 1970s and 1980s, the pride and self-confidence of Party cadres was sorely tested by a very different set of circumstances. Many became cynical, bluffed their way through, concentrated on family interests, or used their offices for financial gain. As new economic opportunities proliferated in the early 990os, some Party cadres benefited beyond their wildest imaginations, others relied on modest gratuities from well-placed comrades, and still others retreated into disgruntled retirement. The idealism of the Revolution was only a memory. Meanwhile, a new generation of entrepreneurs has begun to emerge, often the children of revolutionary cadres, content to consign the war to history, eager to catch up with the Thai, Taiwanese or Singapore business executives they meet routinely. Possessing a strong utilitarian outlook, they argue that personal money-making is readily compatible with social responsibility and patriotism. If challenged on this point, they may reply that life ultimately is not about money, but something deeper, of having one's say, making things happen, putting one's stamp on the future. To have 'influence and power' (c6 the' lu'c) is a legitimate aspiration, used to describe persons, almost always men, who can get things done or contact others to achieve a purpose decided upon in advance. The capacity of such persons to make others jump is both feared and admired. On the other hand, the continuing absence of an ideological justification for self-aggrandizement makes such power-wielders vulnerable to predatory assault by competitors or even sudden public outcry. Some wealthy entrepreneurs are already learning the benefits of philanthropy in improving their image. Party and state officials continue to condemn 'individualism' as a western-inspired threat to Vietnamese identity. According to the late Nguyen Khac Vien, 'Three hundred years of capitalist development has caused western people to cut all their roots, to become dynamic, self-made autonomous individuals who are also rather isolated.'49 Since 'individualism' was first denounced from both the right and the left eight decades ago, its favorable opposite has been the spirit 49



Nguyen Khac Vien, interviewed in Xu'a va Nay [Past and Present] (Hanoi), no.



36 (2-1997),



p. 12.
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of 'collectivity' (tap the') or 'community' (doan the,). Since 1945, politicians and prominent intellectuals have variously identified 'the nation', 'the people', the 'working class', the Party, or the Fatherland Front as suitable points for communal devotion and commitment. In recent years, the village and the family have been revived as valid communal focii as well. Most curiously, Vietnam is often said to share an Asian communalism that stands opposed to western individualism, which is alleged to be responsible for the evils of consumerism, hedonism, heroin addition, pornography and licentious music throughout the world. Individualism thus remains a convenient barrel into which diverse phenomena deemed to represent a threat to the state and society can be thrown and shot at routinely. On the other hand, since formation of the DRV in 1945, the individual has been acknowledged as a legitimate legal category, possessing both rights and responsibilities. The Vietnamese 'citizen' (cong ddn) is provided a degree of legal protection.50 In practice, however, no one is foolish enough to assert their own legal rights as an individual against the various sacrosanct communalities. Only as a last resort, for example when a wife or mother submits a petition to the authorities for due process to be exercised in relation to her husband or son in prison, does one see the rights of the individual or citizen being invoked as justification. When one person has a legal grievance against another, for example in a land dispute, the timehonoured inclination to seek informal mediation remains strong; failing that, each person is likely to rely on a preferred communality (Party branch, Fatherland Front organization, people's committee) to uphold his/her interests. In the existing political context, rather than confront the state directly, a person is well advised to reveal self-conceptions prudently, limit personal risk, and work first through collectives most likely to value one's fate. To the degree that the individual is an outgrowth of particular social transformations, especially urbanization, education and communication, it is bound to become more prominent in Vietnam as a category of identification vis-a-vis other established identifications. Vietnamese officials and most social scientists are reluctant to acknowledge what is already happening, however. In 1991, for example, one writer continued to assert that, 'The individual is not 50 See Hien Phdp Nu,o,c Cong Hoa Xa Hoi Chu, Nghfa Viet Nam Nam I992 (1992 Socialist Republic of Vietnam Constitution) (Hanoi, 1992). Article 71, for example, states that 'Citizens have inalienable rights concerning the self (than the'), being protected under the law in regard to life, health, reputation and human dignity'.
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an independent entity; there is no free individual; every facet of his life is bound up with the family; he owes complete allegiance to the family'.51 Such a bald statement takes no account of the historical capacity of many persons to identify with entities far beyond the family, nor does it acknowledge the major changes to the Vietnamese family which have taken place in the twentieth century. Of course, rapid, destabilizing socio-economic change need not produce a strong sense of individuality, as the rise of fascist movements demonstrated so vividly in the 1920s and 193os, and diverse fundamentalist religious movements continue to show today. Alienation and atomization are probably less likely to foster a sense of individual worth or inner conscience than frantic immersion in some all-knowing, allencompassing organization. In Vietnam today, the absence of ideological consensus and the weakening of Party and state identifications, leave open the possibility of some populist or millenarian movement sweeping the country.



The Self in Vietnam Today The idea of self-cultivation (tu than) is very much alive in contemporary Vietnam, although the techniques have not remained static. The power of knowledge to enhance personal prospects is deeply engrained, as is the belief that weaknesses can be minimized and strengths enhanced by a regular process of rethinking and reorganizing oneself internally. On the other hand, most Vietnamese do not receive with equanimity the proposition, routinely advanced in western self-help manuals, that self-confidence and self-esteem is achieved by selfishly putting oneself ahead of others at least some of the time, carving out and defending some personal space separate from spouse, parents, children or friends. The idea of each individual struggling for his/her place in the sun remains disturbing. Instead, one is expected to seek creative harmony with people surrounding , with nature, and with the universe. It is accepted, nonetheless, that a person lacking self-respect is unlikely to respect others. Among the principal external identities that help to define the self in Vietnam today are family, occupation, locality, citizenship, 51 Mai Huy Bich, 'A distinctive feature of the meaning of reproduction in Confucian family tradition in the Red River Delta', in SociologicalStudieson the Vietnamese Family, edited by Rita Liljestrom and Tuong Lai (Hanoi, 1991), p. 49.
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ethnicity, religion and voluntary associations (e.g. cultural, age group, sports, avocations). The trend in the g99os has been towards diversity and freedom of choice, certainly in comparison with the Stalinist command and control environment of earlier decades. In particular, young men and women are departing the village, loosening family ties, choosing their own occupations, and joining voluntary associations to a degree that would have been unthinkable only ten years ago. How persons in these uncharted waters proceed to look upon themselves is one of the important questions for the twenty-first century.
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